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ABSTRACT
A partial wh-movement construction is one in which a contentful wh-phrase moves to a
SpecCP lower than that from which it takes scope, while a wh-expletive with no apparent
semantic value appears in the wh-scope position, and in every intervening specifier ofCP.
Two competing types of analysis have been put forth to explain this sort of movement:
a direct wh-dependency approach (McDaniel 1989), and an indirect wh-dependency
approach (Horvath 1997, Fanselow & Mahajan 1996). By employing the Minimalist
notion of derivation by phase (Chomsky 2000, 2001a), this paper proposes an account of
partial wh-movement that supports the indirect wh-dependency approach. Following
Felser (200 I), I posit that the wh-expletive is base-generated as an argument in object
position of the verb, and that, through a type of small-clause predication, an association is
established between the embedded CP and the wh-expletive through which Case and
o-features are shared. Furthermore, I establish a theory of expletive insertion and
movement in keeping with Chomsky's (I993) Last Resort condition. In this way, we may
implement pre-existing theoretical machinery to explain the mechanics that underlie
partial wh-movement.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of generative syntax, it has been proposed that various constituents of language
must be displaced or moved from their original positions in order to satisfy certain
grammatical principles. This movement is nowhere more evident than in many languages'
formation of interrogatives (e.g. English):

(1) Who do you think she saw _-;-_ ?
••

In (l), we see that the wh-phrase who has moved from its base position as an argument of the
verb see to the matrix SpecCP, which is also the position from which it takes its semantic scope.
In an English question with a single wh-phrase, the wh-word must move to the specifier of the
CP from which its scope is interpreted. However, this is not the case for all languages. Some
languages, such as Mandarin, leave the wh-word in its base position, or in situ. In addition to

• The current work is a revised edition of my M.A. thesis at Boston University. Special thanks to Paul
Hagstrom for his invaluable comments and suggestions throughout the writing of this paper.
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allowing English-type full wh-movement, other languages, e.g. German and Hungarian, allow
the wh-word to move to the specifier of a CP at an intermediate position between the base
position ofthe wh-word and the location from which the wh-word takes scope.

(2) a. Was glaubst du wen sie gesehen hat?
WHAT think-2SG you WhO-ACC she seen have-Jso
'Who do you think she saw?'

b. Was glaubst du wen sie gesehen hat ?
t r-

(3) a. Wen glaubst du dass sie gesehen hat?
whO-ACC think-Zso you that she seen have-Jso
'Who do you think she saw?'

b. Wen glaubst du dass Sle gesehen hat ?
t =r

In (2), we see that the German wh-word wen does not occupy its scope position.' If we
consider long wh-movement to be a series of shorter, more local movements
(successive-cyclicity), then, the wh-word, wen, has only completed a certain number of these
local movements. In other words, it has only moved partially. Furthermore, the matrix
wh-scope position is occupied by a semantically empty wh-word, was, which we will refer to
as a 'wh-expletive'. This wh-expletive represents the position from which the full wh-word
takes its semantic scope. Additionally, the set of examples below demonstrates that this
wh-expletive is inserted not only in the SpecCP of the wh-scope position, but also in every
intermediate SpecCP between the partially moved wh-phrase and its matrix scope position:

(4) a. Wen denskt du dass sie glaubt dass Fritz meint dass sie liebt?
who think you that she believes that Fritz means that she loves

b. Was denskt du wen Sle glaubt dass Fritz meint dass sre liebt?
WHAT think you who she believes that Fritz means that she loves

c. Was denskt du was sie glaubt wen Fritz meint dass sie liebt?
WHAT think you WHATshe believes who Fritz means that she loves

d. Was denskt du was ste glaubt was Fritz meint wen sie liebt?
WHAT think you WHATshe believes WHATFritz means who she loves

e. *Was denskt du dass Sle glaubt was Fritz meint wen Sle liebt?
WHATthink you that she believes WHATFritz means who she loves

f. *Was denskt du dass Sle glaubt dass Fritz meint wen sie liebt?
WHATthink you that she believes that Fritz means who she loves
'Who do you think that she believes that Fritz means that she loves?'

(Fanselow in press)

I It must be noted that this example is not merely two questions strung together (i.e., 'What do you think?
Who did you see?'). Evidence for this can be seen in the fact that German, a V2 language, is verb-second in
matrix clauses, but it has verb-final order in subordinate clauses. For example, if (2) above were two
separate constructions, it would have the form Was glaubst du? Wen hat sie gesehen? Therefore, (2) is a
single matrix-subordinate construction, given the relative orderings of the verbs.
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This pattern suggests that during the successive derivation of these interrogatives, movement
of the contentful wh-phrase to the next highest specifier of CP is somehow optional. The
wh-phrase may move to any intervening SpecCP in the derivation. When the wh-phrase
moves only partially, but not completely, expletives are inserted at each remaining SpecCP
level in the projected path of possible movement of the wh-phrase, Given that the full
wh-phrase does not occupy its scope position, the question of locality constraints on the
interpretability of wh-scope becomes crucial. It seems evident that the insertion of
wh-expletives is a scope-marking strategy used to overcome these constraints, since the
wh-phrase now becomes interpretable from a wider scope position than its surface location. It
is not evident, however, what the mechanics underlying this strategy are.

There are two major issues to be dealt with in the analysis of partial wh-movement
constructions, both of which are inextricably related: (i) the syntactic operations that allow
for this scope-marking strategy to occur in the first place, and (ii) the semantic
interpretability of the wh-scope that results from these syntactic operations. We begin by
attempting to resolve the first issue, as it will guide our later discussion of possible
interpretability frameworks for these constructions. In the following section, I hope to show
that partial wh-movernent constructions help to support a modified version of Chomsky's
(2000, 2001a) proposal that successive-cyclic movement is made possible by the existence,
or addition, of certain movement-triggering features on subordinate functional heads. That is
to say, every local movement during a derivation must be locally motivated, as opposed to the
idea that long successive movement may be motivated by non-local heads (Chomsky 1991).
Given that feature-based approaches often vary in their assumptions, we start with a
preliminary sketch of the theoretical framework we are using.

2. THE MINIMALIST PROGRAM
The goal of the Minimalist Program is to strip linguistic analysis of much of the over-inflated
machinery often used to describe observable phenomena in language. Following Chomsky
(1995), all syntactic operations are driven by the requirement that certain features oflanguage
need to be checked by the Phonological Form (PF or Spell-Out) level and the Logical Form
(LF or interpretative) level. These are the only two interface levels oflanguage. Language is
thus a computational system that merely solves this requirement in an optimal way.

The core component of the Minimalist Program is 'feature-driven analysis'.
Constituents either Merge with other constituents to satisfy feature requirements, or Move to
meet those requirements. Therefore, all movement in language can be accounted for by the
need to check features. For instance, data that are observable at the PF level of language are
attributed to the requirement that the computational component check all strong
uninterpretable features before Spell-Out. Under Chomsky (2001b), strong uninterpretable
features are actually unvalued features that must receive a PF-value before being sent to
Spell-Out. Weak uninterpretable features must be given a value by LF. Interpretable features
are, by definition, those which do not require checking at any of the interface levels, since
they are already valued, but may still take part in feature-checking operations. Checking of
features occurs when an uninterpretable/unvalued feature is assigned an abstract value
through agreement with a proximal similar feature. Under this analysis, overt wh-movement
has been viewed as the need to check strong uninterpretable wh-features, although whether
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these features are found on complementizers, the wh-phrases themselves, or both has been
debated. In the present analysis, we take the view that wh-movement is due to strong
uninterpretable wh-features on complementizers (or, as we will soon see, phasal heads). Thus,
all wh-movement is due to an upwards AttractF function motivated by a head's need to check
its strong uninterpretable wh-feature. This is the Last Resort condition of Chomsky (1993),
which claims that all movement is due to uninterpretable features on the attracting head.

Cheng (1997) offers a preliminary attempt to fit partial wh-movement into this
Minimalist feature-driven framework. According to the model presented, the full wh-phrase
undergoes a process of 'feature separation' in which the wh-feature is removed from the
lexical wh-phrase, and thus itself becomes a valid target for movement operations.
Subsequently, under a copy theory of movement in which all moved elements and traces are
merely copies of the same constituent (Chomsky 1993), the wh-feature is copied into each
intervening specifier of CPoCheng suggests that the wh-feature is first separated from the full
wh-phrase, and then copied and moved, afterwards scattered throughout the intervening CP
specifiers. Therefore, multiple instances, or copies, of the wh-feature are left throughout the
derivation. The wh-feature of the wh-phrase is first pulled out of that wh-phrase from its in
situ position, and then copied and moved to all remaining CP specifiers, in order to satisfy the
matrix complementizer's strong uninterpretable wh-feature. Additionally, a copy of the
moved wh-feature is left behind in the intermediate C, and the wh-phrase, having lost its
wh-feature, is moved to the intermediate SpecCP. This distribution of the wh-feature and the
wh-phrase in the intermediate CP is necessary for an LF repair strategy that rejoins the stray
wh-feature to the contentful wh-phrase, in order to provide the correct semantic interpretation.
This gives the following schema for partial wh-movement:

(5) (CPl [FF] ...(CP2 [FF] ...[cP3 wh-phrase [FF] ...[IP ...

copy copy

Under this view, the wh-expletives we hear at Spell-out are simply the phonological
realizations of the scattered wh-features. As we can see in the German example below, the
languages that allow this copy and move process with wh-features at the PF level have a
default wh-word which is used to spell out those features, in this case, was:

(6) a. syntactic derivation
[cp [FF] glaubt Lp Hans [cp wen [c t[FF)][IP Jakob tWENanruft]]]]

b. phonological realization
[cp waSj glaubt [IP Hans b wen, [IP Jakob tj anruft]]]]

WHAT think Hans whom Jakob is.calling
'Whom does Hans think that Jakob is calling?'

This analysis raises a few questions. For one, under a traditional view of the copy theory of
movement, only one copy is generally spelled out at the PF interface (Hornstein 1999). In the
model presented in Cheng (1997), all copies of the scattered features are realized
phonologically. More important, however, is the fact that movement of the contentful
wh-phrase to an intermediate CP specifier 'after' separation from its wh-feature violates the
Last Resort condition on movement; the wh-phrase does not move to check any
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uninterpretable feature on an attracting head, but instead moves for imprecise reasons of LF
interpretability. Additionally, movement of the in situ wh-phrase after separation of its
wh-feature seems inconsistent with generally accepted ideas of movement, since the same
constituent is targeted once for movement of just its wh-feature, and then later targeted again
for movement of its remaining features to a separate landing site. This seems to be an
unnecessary step, and not in keeping with Minimalist ideals of economy. Additionally,
Cheng's claim that the contentful wh-phrase moves minimally to the closest SpecCP after
feature separation is incompatible with the substantiated data, since the wh-phrase may move
to any intervening specifier of CP (see (4)). Lastly, the motivations for separation of the
wh-feature from the wh-phrase at PF seem nebulous, as feature separation is normally
reserved for operations at LF. Indeed, if feature separation were allowed at the PF level, there
would be little motivation for overt movement of lexical constituents, since features
themselves could be targets for overt movement to satisfy other strong unvalued features.
Therefore, this type of analysis can be problematic.

From these and previous observations on partial wh-movement, we can draw a few
rough preliminary conclusions. First, if only one copy of an element may be spelled out at PF,
we can assume that each phonological realization of a wh-expletive in a derivation is
motivated by a separate and discrete uninterpretable feature. Second, given the
successive-cyclic nature of wh-expletive insertion, we may make the obvious assumption that
partial wh-movement adheres to strict locality conditions. Lastly, it is unlikely that the
wh-feature is separated from the wh-phrase during the derivation, since feature separation
does not normally occur at the PF level.

An advance in Minimalist analysis which postdates Cheng's accounts, namely
'Derivation by Phase' (see Chomsky 200Ia), will help lead us to a more compelling
interpretation of partial wh-movement constructions. The notion of phases allows us to break
down the computation of language into smaller, more manageable units. In what follows, I
show that understanding how these units function and interrelate is the key to deciphering the
system underlying partial wh-movement.

3. DERIVATION BY PHASE
The notion of phases developed in Chomsky (2000, 200 Ia) limits the amount of information
available to the computational component of language at each given step of the derivation. A
phase is a syntactic 'chunk' that, once processed, is only marginally available to the rest of
the derivation, and only for a short period of time. In our discussion of phases, we see that
derivation by phase imposes strict limitations on locality in movement operations, and thus
also helps us to better account for the successive-cyclicity evident in many syntactic
transformations.

Phases are complete cycles within the derivation. That is to say, each phase is in itself
one self-contained unit. Entire sentential derivations consist of multiple phases. Chomsky
posits two functional heads as phase boundary markers: C (finite complementizer), and v (the
transitive light verb). The following simple transitive sentence contains two phases, because
it contains two phase heads (C and v):
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(7) a. Dogs chase cats.
b. CP = Phase 2»<.

C TP»<.
DP TP«-: ,»>:

dogs T vP = Phase I»<.
DP vP

~~
deg« v VP»<.

V DP
chase ~

cats

According to Chomsky, because (7a) contains two phases, it is built in two stages, or cycles.
First, the vP phase is built, which involves the selection of constituents from the Lexical
Array; syntactic operations then take place; and, finally, the phase is sent to the PF
component of language. Next, the CP phase undergoes the same order of operations. Note
that the CP phase must somehow be able to access the vP phase during its own derivation,
since it has moved the subject from its vP-intemal position to SpecTP. We must therefore
make the crucial observation that two contingent phases may exist in the computational
workspace at once (Svenonius 2001). From the tangible limitations on successive-cyclicity,
we can conclude that no more than two phases may simultaneously coexist. Additionally,
only elements situated at the left edge of the next lowest phase are available for movement to
the higher phase. That is to say, only the phase head and anything within the specifier of the
phase head may move to the next highest phase; elements that are embedded lower in the
phase are not viable candidates for movement operations (Phase Impenetrability Condition,
or PIC). Since the subject dogs is found at the left edge of the vP phase (i.e. SpecvP) during
the derivation of the higher CP phase, it may participate in movement operations within the
CP phase. It raises to SpecTP to satisfy the strong EPP feature on T.

Given the observable successive-cyclic movement often found in the specifiers of CP,
such as in wh-movement constructions, it is easy to believe that C is a boundary for phasal
development. For example, successive movement of a wh-phrase through intervening
specifiers ofCP changes the finite Irish complementizer go to aL:2

2 In (8), inflected forms of go is glossed as GOe, and aL as aLe.
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(8) a. Deir said gu-r 61 said an tuisce.
say they GOe-PASTdrank they the water
'They said that they drank the water.'

b. Ce a duradh leithi a cheann6dh e?
who aLe was.said with.her aLe would.buy it
'Who was she told would buy it?' (McCloskey 2001)

This morphosyntactic effect on Irish complementizers is a clear indicator of successive-cyclic
movement through SpecCP. However, proof of successive-cyclic movement through the edge
of vP is much less apparent. Nevertheless, several languages, such as Chamorro, exhibit
altered morphology on verbs in wh-extraction constructions:

(9) Hafa sinangani hao ni chi'lu-mu malago' -fia?
what wn.was.told you OBLsibling-AGRWH.want-AGR
'What did your sister tell you that she wants?' (Chung 1998)

The wh-morphology found on the verb in Chamorro is presumably due to the movement of
the wh-phrase through the left edge of vP. As it passes through SpecvP, it shares its
wh-features with the verb, similar to the way in which Irish complementizers share the
features of the wh-phrases moved through their specifiers. Because of these facts, we may
comfortably assume that both CP and vP constitute phase cycle boundaries under this analysis
(see Svenonius 2001).

The limitations imposed by phases drastically narrow the search space for the checking of
uninterpretable features, creating new concerns for issues of locality and its related
Subjacency effects. Under the view of the successive construction of phases which we are
adopting, the notion of locality is essentially derivational, rather than representational. The
locality of operations is determined by the cyclic nature of phases, since a constituent's
availability for movement operations is determined by its position in the phase during certain
points of the derivation. Constraints on movement, such as Subjacency, are therefore
constraints on derivational processes, and not surface representations. Because of this, many
so-called 'barriers' to movement can be recast as limitations set by these strong phase heads.

Furthermore, phasallimitations lessen the computational burden on the language faculty
by confming the amount of information that must be concurrently available during each stage
of the derivation. The assumptions made in the proposal of phases thus help to promote the
spirit of Minimalist ideals of linguistic analysis by further revealing the optimal nature of
language production. In what follows, I will show that a phasal analysis of partial
wh-movement provides the most optimal interpretation of these constructions.

4. PHASES AND MOVEMENT
Under an analysis based in derivation by phases, all successive-cyclic operations necessarily
involve iterative movement to the left edge of each individual phase. Since each phase must
be syntactically complete (i.e., all uninterpretable features must be checked before
completion of the phase) and all movement must be accounted for phase-internally,
movement to the left edge of a phase throughout the derivation is driven by the featural
makeup of the strong phase heads C and v, which are both functional projections oflanguage.
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This means that all A-bar movement processes occur in order to satisfy strong uninterpretable
features on C and/or v (Chomsky 2001a).

In the case of full wh-movement, wh-phrases have traditionally been thought to move in
order to satisfy a strong uninterpretable ([-int]) wh-feature on the matrix C, leaving
successive traces in the intervening specifiers in order not to violate locality/Subjacency
constraints. That is to say, the wh-phrase, which also was thought to contain an
uninterpretable wh-feature, moves in order to check the matrix complementizer's
uninterpretable wh-feature. Upon movement to the matrix SpecCP, the uninterpretable
wh-features of both the null matrix complementizer and the wh-phrase are checked and
deleted, satisfying Full Interpretation (i.e. deleting all strong uninterpretable features from the
derivation before Spell-out). We would therefore have the derivation (lOb) for (lOa):3

(10) a. Who do you think you saw?
b. CP»<.
who CP

[-int,wH] »<>:
C[-int, WH] TP
do »<>:

you TP-<.
T VP
Ge .r">:

DP VP
yeu ~

V CP
think .r">:

whe CP
[-int,WH] .r">:

C TP»<.
you TP»<.

T VP
[past] .r">:

DP VP
yeu ~

V DP
see ~

whe
[-int, WH]

3 vP was not considered a barrier for locality operations under previous accounts, so it has been omitted.
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In the derivation above, the only head with an uninterpretable wh-feature is the matrix
complementizer. Therefore, according to Last Resort, movement of the wh-phrase is not
triggered until this head is inserted into the derivation. This scenario does not work under a
phasal analysis of syntactic derivation, for several reasons. First, if we assume that the
wh-phrase contains an uninterpretable wh-feature, and that it is left in situ until motivated to
move by the matrix complementizer, the phase containing the wh-phrase is presumably sent
to PF while still containing an uninterpretable wh-feature. This is contra the condition that
phases not contain any uninterpretable features when they are delivered to the PF component
(Chomsky 200Ia). More importantly, the Phase Impenetrability Condition disallows access to
the wh-phrase at the point of insertion of the matrix complementizer, since the wh-phrase is
too deeply embedded in a lower phase, and thus unavailable for movement operations.

Given Last Resort and the Phase Impenetrability Condition, we must assume that
wh-phrases in full wh-movement constructions move cyclically to left edge of each phase
'throughout the entire course of the derivation', and that this movement is somehow
motivated by the strong phase heads v and C. Since in the past overt wh-movement has been
presumed to occur in order to satisfy strong uninterpretable wh-features, we initially posit
that all strong phase heads within the path of wh-movement must also contain strong
uninterpretable wh-features. Such intermediate features have been termed
'movement-triggering' by Chomsky (2001a), or 'pseudo-features' by others (e.g. McCloskey
200 I). Thus, movement of the wh-phrase to the left edge of each successive phase is
motivated by these movement-triggering features. The existence of such features within the
derivation has been controversial, since it has been argued that they do not satisfy any lexical
requirements, nor do they contribute to the interpretation of the construction (Felser 2003).
However, partial wh-movement constructions support the presence of these intermediate
features in the derivation, and suggest that they do indeed contribute to the interpretability of
wh-scope. That is to say, there are intermediate features that trigger movement which exist
for reasons other than solely triggering movement. For example, as we explain in more detail
in following sections, the presence of multiple overt wh-expletives distributed
successive-cyclically within the wh-scope of the sentence indicates the probable existence of
some sort of intermediate wh-features.

The presence of strong uninterpretable features on phase heads raises a further question
regarding the interpretability of the wh-feature of the wh-phrase. If this feature is
uninterpretable, it would be deleted upon checking the uninterpretable wh-feature on the
lowest phase head, since uninterpretable features, by definition, do not survive checking
operations (Chomsky 1995). If this were the situation, wh-phrases would never be able to
move beyond the left edge of the phase in which they are generated, as they would lose their
wh-feature upon the first checking operation, and would become inert and thus immovable
(the prefix u indicates a feature that is uninterpretable):

(11) a. *did you say that she who saw?
b. *[CP2[c did] you [vP2 [v say] [cP]

[uwh] [uwh]
[Cthat] she [vP] who I. saw] whe ]]]]
[uwh] [ttWlt] [ttWlt] [uwh]

However, if we assume that the wh-feature on the wh-phrase is interpretable, it will survive
the checking process, and therefore is available to check further uninterpretable wh-features
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in the derivation (Groat 1999). Note that this is a necessary modification to Chomsky's
(1995) initial assumption that movement is induced only to check uninterpretable features on
both the attracting head (the probe) and the attractee (the goal). Nevertheless, if we accept
that each iterative movement of a phrase is feature-driven phase-internally, the conclusion
that certain features on the goal must survive the checking process is naturally borne out,
since the goal must be able to check multiple features." Therefore, in (l2b), we see that as
the wh-phrase moves successively through the phases, it deletes the uninterpretable
wh-features of the phase heads, but retains its interpretable wh-feature (the prefix i indicates
a feature that is interpretable):

(12) a. Who did you say that she saw?
b. [CP2Who [c did] you [vp2 whe [v say]

[iwh] [uwh] [iwh] [uwh]
[CPIwhe [c that] she [vPI whe l- saw]

[iwh] [uwh] [iwh] [uwh]
whe ]]]]
[iwh]

Under this analysis, a partially-moved wh-phrase would not check the uninterpretable
wh-features on any strong phase heads higher than its surface position:

(13) a. *Glaubt Hans wen Jakob anruft?
think Hans who Jakob is. calling

b. *[CP2 [c Glaubt] Hans [vP2 I- glatibt]
[uwh] [uwh]

[CPI wen [c ] Jakob [VPIwen l- anruft] wen]]]
[iwh] [uwh] [iwh] [uwh] [iwh]

In the construction above, the uninterpretable wh-features on the heads of both CP2 and vP2
are left unchecked, causing the derivation to crash at PF. However, the rescue mechanism of
wh-expletive-insertion is available in German, giving us the following tentative structure:

(14) a. Was glaubt Hans wen Jakob anruft?
WHAT think Hans who Jakob is.calling

b. [CP2Was [c glaubt] Hans [vP2was l- glatibt]
[zwh] [uwh] [iwh] [uwh]

[CPI wen [c ] Jakob [VPIwen [vanruft] wen ]]]]
[iwh] [uwh] [iwh] [uwh] [iwh]

Let us assume that the wh-expletive was is inserted into SpecvP in order to check the features
presumably found on v, and then moved to SpecCP to satisfy the complementizer's strong
uninterpretable wh-feature. For now, we will work under the assumption that movement of
full wh-phrases to SpecvP is simply optional in languages that allow partial wh-movement

4 Note that an alternative view may posit that a goal could contain a 'certain number' of uninterpretable
features to delete in checking operations, and once it has run out of these features it is no longer available
for movement. I believe this view to be less satisfying, however, since it requires that multiple instances of
the same feature appear on a single constituent, and thus greatly increases the featural complexity of the
goal.
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constructions.
Note, however, that the above analysis is problematic. As we saw in example (4),

wh-expletives must appear in every SpecCP between the overt wh-phrase and the matrix
wh-scope position. If the wh-expletive had an interpretable wh-feature, we would incorrectly
predict it to behave like a full wh-phrase, which also has an interpretable wh-feature, in that it
would possibly be an optional target for movement to phases beyond the lower CP level. This
is not the case. Wh-expletives may not leave their SpecCP positions (from (4c)):

(15) *Was denskt du Wti5' sie glaubt wen Fritz meint dass sie liebt?
+ I

As a solution to this problem, I propose that the featural motivations for intermediate
movement of wh-phrases to the left edge of vP phases differ from the motivations of
movement to the edge of CP phases. Consequently, the motivations for expletive-insertion at
the vP level are different from the motivations for movement of the expletive to SpecCP.
More precisely, I suggest that intermediate uninterpretable wh-features exist only on C, and
not on v. Moreover, the wh-feature of the expletive is also uninterpretable, and thus deletes
after checking the uninterpretable wh-feature on the complementizer. So, it is unavailable to
check any further wh-features. (14) may now, therefore, be analyzed as the following, where
the uninterpretable features of both the wh-expletive and the C delete upon checking:"

(16) [CP2 Was
[uwh]

[CPI wen
[iwh]

[C glaubt]
[uwh]
[c ]
[uwh]

Hans [vP2 was l- gl:a:!ibt]

Jakob [vPI weft [c anruft] weft]]]]
[iwh]

Therefore, in a partial wh-movement construction with multiple CP projections, a new
wh-expletive must be inserted for each intervening C in the derivation.

This model so far accounts for the inherent differences between full wh-phrases and
wh-expletives (i.e. the differences in the interpretability value of their wh-features)," but leaves
open the question of motivations for movement/expletive-insertion at the vP level. There are a
few options we may consider in order to solve the problem of triggering movement to
intermediate v projections. Chomsky (200la) suggests that movement-triggering features may
optionally be added to C or v heads:

(17) The head H of a phase PH may be assigned an EPP- and P-feature.

Somewhat similar to an EPP-feature, peripheral-, or P-features drive movement. However,
unlike EPP-features, P-features serve simply to move constituents with similar P-features to
the edge of the phase. With this assumption in mind, we can easily devise a system of full vs.

5 Featural motivations for movement to SpecvP have been intentionally omitted, as we will deal with this
issue in following discussions.

6 It is interesting to note that German forms its indefinite existential quantifiers using wh-words as a
morphological base (e.g. irgendwas 'something', irgendwo 'somewhere', irgendwer 'someone'). This
special characteristic of German wh-words may also be due to the existence in the lexicon of a 'weakened'
form of these wh-words (i.e., one whose wh-feature is specified -int as opposed to +int).
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partial wh-rnovement in which full movement occurs when P-features are added to the head
of all intermediate vP phases, and partial movement occurs when the P-features are 'not'
added to v. Under this model, the full wh-phrase would not move to SpecvP from its
embedded SpecCP position when the next highest v lacked P-features - there would be no
motivation for its movement. Because the wh-phrase has not moved to the left edge of the
next highest vP phase, it will be unavailable for movement to the next highest CP phase.
Therefore, it is unable to check the un interpretable wh-feature of any remaining
complementizers in the derivation. Wh-expletive-insertion would then occur in order to
check these higher uninterpretable features. So, in this case, wh-expletives would be
generated directly in SpecCP to satisfy the wh-feature of the complementizer, in addition to a
likely EPP-feature, as well. The higher SpecvPs, lacking any relevant P-features, would not
require insertion of an expletive (a check mark indicates that the uninterpretable feature has
entered into a checking relationship):

(18) Was glaubt Hans wen Jakob anruft?
PHASE I

vP-<.
wen [+intWH) vP

[+intP)~
DP vP

Jakob ~
V[-intP)-V VP
anruft ~

wen [+intwH)
[+intP)

V
anruft

PHASE 2

CP
-<:

wen [+intWH) CP
[+intP)~

C[-intWH)-V TP»<.
DP TP

Jakob »<>:
T vP

anruft [ ... J
t I
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PHASE 3
vP

-<:
DP vP

flans ~
v VP

glaubt »<>:

t g~ubt 6
[ ...]

PHASE 4
CP»<.

was [+intWH1"'" CP-<:
C[-intWH1"'" TP

glaubt .r">:
-+ DP TP
: Hans ~
: T vP
: glaubt ~
: : [ ...]
'nn nn t I

According to this version of partial wh-rnovement, during the derivation of Phase 1 in the
above example, the wh-phrase wen moves to SpecvP to check the uninterpretable P-feature of
v. Because of this, it is available for movement to SpecCP of Phase 2 to check the
complementizer's uninterpretable wh-feature. In Phase 3, v does not have a P-feature, or, in
other words, no P-feature has been optionally added to v. Because of this, the wh-phrase wen
is left in its SpecCP position in Phase 2. During the derivation of Phase 4, the uninterpretable
wh-feature on C must be checked, but wen has already been sent to Spell-Out at the
completion of Phase 2. So, under this view, the wh-expletive, which contains only an
uninterpretable wh-feature, is inserted into the derivation to meet this requirement.

While this analysis appears to be able to explain the observable data, it is nonetheless a
somewhat dissatisfying account of partial wh-movement, The hypothesis that
movement-triggering features may optionally be added to the left edge of a phase merely
describes the evident successive-cyclic movement, rather than positing more empirically
grounded motivations for movement to the left edge of a phase. On the other hand, given the
apparent optional nature of partial wh-movement seen in example (4), we cannot completely
discount Chomsky's proposal at this point in our discussion. Regardless, for the time being,
we seek an alternative analysis for movement to the vP edge in interrogative constructions.
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In order to proceed further with an analysis of intermediate movements in the phasal
derivation of partial wh-movement constructions, we must temporarily put aside the notion of
phases and look at the issue of semantic interpretability of the wh-expletives. The
interpretability of partial wh-movement sentences has traditionally been explained in one of
two ways: either as the result of a direct wh-dependency, in which the wh-expletives and the
wh-phrase all form part of the same chain, or by an indirect wh-dependency, in which the
wh-expletives are related to the entire embedded clause that contains the wh-phrase on the
surface, rather than to the wh-phrase itself. By briefly examining these two approaches, I
hope not only to show that these partial movement constructions constitute an indirect
dependency, but also to demonstrate that this indirect dependency is due to the role vP plays
in wh-expletive constructions.

5. INTERPRETABILITY AND WH-DEPENDENCIES
5.1 THE DIRECT WH-DEPENDENCY MODEL
Analyses of partial wh-movement as a direct wh-dependency (e.g. McDaniel 1989) stem from
Chomsky's (1981) observation that long distance dependencies ofwh-phrases are derived from
movement chains formed by successive-cyclicity, i.e. that a wh-phrase undergoes cyclic
movement through intervening specifiers of CP on the way to its LF wide scope position,
leaving traces in each intermediate landing site. In (l9a) below, the base, or thematic, position
of mit wem is linked to its LF scope position by the A-bar-chain <mil wem, ti, f2>:

(19) a. [Mit wem], glaubt [IP Hans [cp fl dass [IP Jakob jetzt ti
withwho-DAT thinks Hans that Jakob now

b. Wasi glaubt [IP Hans (cp [ mit wem], [IP Jakob jetzt
WHAT thinks Hans with who-DAT Jakob now
'With whom does Hans think that Jakob is now talking?'

spricht]]]?
speaks

tl spricht]]]?
speaks

Under the direct wh-dependency approach, only the first link of the A-bar-chain in (l9b) is
formed by movement operations; the second link in the chain is formed by insertion of the
scope-marking expletive directly into the specifier of the matrix CP: <was, mil wem, tl>' The
consequently distinct A-bar-chains formed in (19a) and (19b) are only different on the surface,
as it is assumed that the wh-phrase continues its movement at LF, and eventually replaces the
wh-expletive, which acts merely as a placeholder for the wh-phrase's scope. The wh-chain
formed by partial movement shares the same wh-feature throughout by a process of feature
absorption. In other words, each member of the chain is co-indexed in such a way that all
members share the same features. Consequently, the interpretability of both the partial
wh-movement chain and the full wh-movement chain is identical. In this way, the insertion of
a wh-expletive is a rescue mechanism to maintain the proper scope of the partially-moved
wh-phrase. A well-formed wh-chain is thus defined as containing a scope-marker (or multiple
scope-markers), a contentful wh-phrase, and traces of that phrase, in that order. As we have
seen, this correctly predicts that no wh-expletives may occur lower than the contentful
wh-phrase, and, of course, no traces of the wh-phrase may appear higher than the wh-phrase
itself.
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In this regard, wh-chains superficially appear to be very similar to A-chains. That is to
say, much like the way in which insertion of expletive there can act as an alternative to overt
A-movement of an embedded argument, insertion of wh-expletives may be an alternative to
complete overt A-bar movement of wh-phrases (Fanselow in press). However, there are
crucial differences that this view leaves unresolved. For instance, in A-movement, the
associate of the expletive is incapable of movement:

(20) a. There, seems to be a man, in the room.
b. "There, seems a man, to be tj in the room.

The contentful wh-phrase, which is considered to be bound by the wh-expletive, is required
to move from its base position in partial wh-movement constructions. Specifically, the
contentful wh-phrase must move from its base position to a specifier of CP, and may
optionally move to higher specifiers of CPoAdditionally, it has been argued that the expletive
there is not directly Merged into the specifier of TP to satisfy an EPP requirement, but rather
is base-generated in a small clause with its associate DP, and then moves to satisfy the strong
EPP feature on T, giving the following general structure:

(21) hp there [T is [sc [op a problem] tlhere]]] (Groat 1999)

Wh-expletives, on the other hand, are presumed to be base-generated directly in their SpecCP
surface positions under a direct dependency approach. Also, unlike expletive there,
wh-expletives are seemingly unable to move out of their clause, requiring instead the
insertion of a separate expletive at each consecutively higher SpecCP level. This need for
multiple iterated wh-expletives, rather than generating a single expletive and moving it to
matrix wh-scope position, is not fully addressed in this account. Taking into consideration
these differences, we cannot liken A-movement expletive constructions to A-bar wh-expletive
constructions if we accept a direct dependency analysis. While a direct wh-dependency view
provides a rough model of the semantic interpretability of partial wh-movernent, it lacks a
sufficient explanation of the syntactic motivations behind this phenomenon.

The direct wh-dependency analysis of partial wh-movement has found a wide range of
both support and criticism. Much of the criticism stems from the observation that
wh-expletives share more similarities with the embedded complementizer clauses that house
the partially-moved wh-phrase, rather than with the phrase itself. This goes against a direct
wh-chain relationship between the wh-expletives and the wh-phrase. In the following section,
I review the indirect wh-dependency proposal, which discounts the existence of such a
wh-chain, and which additionally supports an analysis much more similar to the theory of
there-type expletives.

5.2 THE INDIRECT WH-DEPENDENCY MODEL
A variety of propositions have been made under the indirect wh-dependency approach, many
of which differ in their analyses of the role and behavior ofwh-features. The account set forth
in Horvath (1997) hinges upon a process of feature percolation, similar to the argument put
forth independently in Cheng (1997) for feature separation. Horvath proposes that after the
wh-phrase undergoes movement to its surface position in the SpecCP of a lower clause, the
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wh-feature is separated from the wh-phrase, and continues the successive path of movement
to the matrix SpecCP (see Pesetsky 2000: 67-8). So, in other words, once partial movement
of the full wh-phrase is complete, the wh-feature leaves the phrase and percolates up the
derivation, unlike in Cheng's analysis where the wh-feature separates from the wh-phrase
before partial movement occurs. The percolation of the wh-feature after partial movement
itself motivates the insertion of wh-expletives. As the feature moves from SpecCP to SpecCP
throughout the derivation, it cannot stand on its own, and so requires the insertion of an
expletive. This is again somewhat unlike Cheng's account, in that the expletive we hear on
the surface is not simply a phonological realization of a stray feature, but rather an expletive
inserted to support that feature.

The assumption that the wh-feature separates from the wh-phrase after it has moved
partially to the embedded SpecCP is crucial to Horvath's analysis, and lends support to the
indirect wh-dependency explanation of these constructions, as the leftmost position within
the CP takes on a distinct prominence in the expletive-associate relationship. Horvath (1997)
uses the overt variance of the Case of Hungarian wh-expletives to illustrate that the
expletives are linked not to the full wh-phrases themselves, but to the subordinate CPs that
contain them. The following examples illustrate this point:

(22) a. Mit mondtal, hogy kinek vett Janos szinhazjegyet?
WHAT-ACCsaid-SG-indef.oo that whO-OATbought John-NOMticket-Ace
'What did you say for whom John bought a theatre-ticket?'

b. Mire szamitasz, hogy melyik fhival fog Mari beszelni?
WHAT-AL count-Zso that which boy-with will MarY-NOMspeak-inf
Lit. 'On what do you count with which boy Mary will speak?'
'What do you expect with which boy Mary will speak?' (Horvath 1997: 527)

These examples show that there is no inherent or default Case for Hungarian wh-expletives.
Rather, they must inherit their Case by other means. This evidence also argues strongly
against the direct wh-dependency analysis. (22a) shows that the wh-expletive and the
wh-phrase may have different Case agreement features. If these two constituents were
members of the same A-bar chain, the wh-expletive would presumably inherit its Case from
the wh-phrase, due to the absorption of features throughout the wh-chain, a la McDaniel. So,
we must ask what determines the Case of the wh-expletive.

Horvath observes that the Case of the expletive is directly related to the relationship
between the matrix clause and the CP containing the wh-phrase. For example, when the
complement clause is a direct object of the matrix verb, we find accusative Case on the
expletive. Because of this Case concord, we can see that the expletive receives its Case based
on the embedded CP's relationship with the immediately higher verb. From this data, we may
infer that under this type of feature percolation model, the point at which the wh-phrase has
completed its partial movement and is separated from its wh-feature is also the point at which
the Case features of the expletive are determined. Its location at the most dominant position
in the embedded CP means that the particular Case assigned is that of the embedded CP in
relation to the clause that dominates it.? However, the exact manner in which Case is

7 The Case of the German wh-expletive was is invisible, as its form is invariable across Case declensions.
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transferred from the embedded CP to the wh-expletive is not sufficiently explained by this
system.

In terms of semantic interpretability, Horvath claims that the entire CP associated with
the expletive (the CP-associate) moves successive-cyclically to replace the wh-expletives at
LF, eventually stopping in the wh-scope position. It is proposed that it is this type of LF
association between the wh-expletives and the embedded CP that determines the Case of the
wh-expletives. While this explanation may suffice, it goes against the assumption that
associate relationships must be established locally. Indeed, we will soon see that the
relationship between the expletive and its CP-associate can be considered much closer than
this LF reconstruction. Regardless, since the wh-expletive receives its Case from the entire
CP-associate, and not the wh-phrase itself, we can now see some of the advantages of the
indirect wh-dependency approach over the direct wh-dependency account. The successive
derivation of Horvath's model could easily be integrated into a phasal analysis. However,
similar to Cheng's (1997) argument, motivation for the separation of the wh-feature from the
wh-phrase at the PF level is not fully explained. Additionally, due to the close structural
association between the embedded CP and the wh-expletive, we must assume that the
expletive is generated not directly in matrix SpecCP, but in some position much closer to the
CP-associate itself.

Under the indirect dependency view put forth by Dayal (1994), all features of the
wh-phrase remain intact. Furthermore, the 'wh-expletive' of the direct dependency model is
not an expletive at all, but instead a constituent wh-phrase generated in object position linked
to a subordinate wh-complement clause. That is to say, the scope-marking wh-word (SWh)
(e.g. was) is an argumental wh-phrase associated with the entire clause in which the partially
moved wh-phrase is found, rather than only with the lower wh-phrase itself. 8 Not
coincidentally, the SWh is simply the standard wh-word used to refer to propositions. In other
words, the SWh acts as a type of syntactic precursor to the lower interrogative clause. For
example, in both of the following questions, the SWh was is essentially the same; the only
difference being that in the second there is an overt subordinate phrase that is syntactically
associated with it:

(23) a. Was denkst du
what think you
'What do you think?'

b. Was denkst du wer gekommen ist
What think you who come IS

'Who do you think has come?' (Fanselow in press)

(23b) can thus be thought of as a monosentential counterpart to 'What do you think? Who has
come?' However, instead of appearing as two separate sentences, the two clauses have been
combined into one syntactic unit. Under this view, the fact that the SWh is the standard
wh-word used to refer to propositions may help to explain why it often appears as the most
general wh-word in a given language, since it merely refers to an interrogative proposition
which later follows. Indeed, it has been observed that only questions that allow this

8 For the clarity's sake, I refer to the scope-marking wh-word as 'SWh' for the purposes of this part of the
discussion, since it is not considered to be a wh-expletive under Dayal's account.
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parenthetical-type interpretation allow partial wh-movement (Felser 2001). Dayal posits that
this is due to the status of the embedded CP as an adjunct to the matrix CP:

(24) CP----------
CP CP.r-: ~

was, CP wh-XPk
-<:
C IP

~
... ti ...

However, from a syntactic point of view, this leaves the question of Case similarity between
the SWh and the embedded CP unanswered.

In order to devise a satisfactory model of partial wh-movement, we must account for
Case variations syntactically, which requires establishing a structural relationship between the
wh-expletive and the embedded CP. A crucial observation is that the embedded CP-associate
of the wh-expletive is not an adjunct, but rather is a complement of V. The bound variable
interpretation of sie 'she' in both examples below indicates that the embedded CP cannot be
adjoined to the matrix CP, since it must necessarily be c-commanded by the quantified
expression in both constructions:

(25) a. Wo glaubt [jede Katze], dass sie, die gross ten Manse findet?
where thinks every cat that she the largest mice finds

b. Was glaubt [jede Katze], wo sie, die gross ten Manse findet?
what thinks every cat where she the largest mice finds
'Where does every cat think it will find the largest mice?' (Felser 2001)

If the embedded interrogative CP were adjoined to the matrix CP, sie would be outside of the
c-command domain of jede Katze in (25b), and so could not be bound by this quantifier
phrase. Given this strict condition on c-command, we must assume that the embedded CP is
generated as a complement clause dominated by the matrix CP.

In order to gain a better understanding of how the Case of the wh-expletive and the
embedded CP agree, let us briefly revisit the case of expletive there and the similar issue of
small clause predication. It has been suggested that expletive there is base-generated in a
small clause with its DP associate (see (21)). In certain types of small clause predication,
such as (26), the verbal complement and the object argument share their Case and <p-features:
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(26) They consider him a fool.
vP»<.

DP vP
they .r">:

v VP»<.
DP VP
him »<>:

V DP
consider ~

a fool (Felser 2001)

The verbal complement a fool and the object him both share Accusative Case and third
person singular agreement features. This is even more evident in the German example below,
which visibly shows Case features:

(27) Sie nannte ihn
she called himAcc

[einen Lugner]
[a liar]Acc

Similarly, expletive there shares rp-features with its DP-associate. For example, in the
following constructions, there checks its inherited singular and plural <p-features against the
o-features ofT, respectively:

(28) a. hp there [T iS3sG [sc [DPa problemhsG (there]]]
b. [TP there [T are3PL[sc [DP problems hPL tthere]]] (Groat 1999)

We must now ask whether this ability of expletive there to share features with its
DP-associate in small clause predications is similar to the feature-sharing between
wh-expletives and their CP-associates. Taking into consideration the similar Case features of
wh-expletives and their CP-associates, the answer appears to be yes, the only major
difference being the type of clausal associate in each type of construction (i.e. DP- versus
CP-associate). We therefore conclude that wh-expletives are generated in the following
configuration:
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(29) base-generated wh-expletive small clause-type construction
vP-<.

DP vP
Subj -<>;

v VP
-<:

was VP
-<:

V CP
verb ~

wh-XPk

Similar to the manner in which expletive there inherits the features of its DP-associate, and in
which ihn in (27) inherits the Case and o-features of its DP-associate einen Liigner, the
expletive, was, also inherits the features of its CP-associate (most importantly in this instance,
Case) due to the configuration of the VP-shell. So, in the following Hungarian example, we
can assume that, since the wh-expletive shares its Case with the associated CP, it is originally
generated in a small clause-type construction with the complement CP, but has since moved
to the matrix SpecCP to satisfy the strong uninterpretable wh-feature there:

(30) Mij zavarta Marit, tj [hogy kinek, telefonaltal ti]?
WHAT-NOMdisturbed Mary-ACC [that WhO-DATphoned-Zso]
'What disturbed Mary, who did you phone?'

In this way, movement of the wh-expletive from an A-position to a specifier position is
unquestionably similar to the A-movement operations in constructions with expletive there.
This is simply yet another advantage of this indirect wh-dependency model. That is to say,
wh-expletives and expletive there both appear to carry features of their associates. Under the
current analysis, we no longer have to posit direct Merge of these expletives into specifier
positions, implying a vague LF feature-sharing relationship, but rather we understand that the
expletives initially inherit these features from their associates in a local relationship, and then
later move into specifier positions. This is in keeping with the logical assumption that feature
concord must be established locally (see Felser 2001).

A few conclusions naturally fall out from the previous observations. First, the
CP-associate of the wh-expletive is a complete, self-contained [+wh] CP, so, within the
CP-associate itself, all normal wh-movement operations must occur. In other words, all
wh-phrases within the embedded CP must therefore be fronted to the left edge of that CP in
order to meet the phrase's feature requirements, as we observe in the embedded CP in (30).
This helps to explain why insertion of wh-expletives cannot license wh-in situ. In wh-in situ
constructions, the strong uninterpretable wh-features of the CP-associate's complementizers
would remain unchecked if the wh-phrase did not move fully, as in the following general
framework (note that wh-in situ final clauses in German still require verb-final syntax):
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(31) a. *Was denkst du dass Maria wen
WHAT think you that Mary who
'Who do you think that Mary loves?'

b. *[CP2Was [c denkst] du [vP2 was
[uwh] [uwh] [uwh]

[CPI [c dass] Maria [vPI wen
[uwb] [iwh]

liebt?
loves

[V denkst was]
[uwh]

[y liebt] wen ]]]]
[iwh]

Additionally, the CP-associate of the wh-expletive may contain multiple embedded CPs,
allowing for overt movement of the wh-phrase through multiple CP specifiers. (4b) is
repeated and modified here:

(4) b'. was denskt du [wen sie glaubt dass Fritz meint dass sie liebt]?
WHAT think you [who she believes that Fritz means that she loves]
'Who do you think that she believes that Fritz means that she loves?'

In (4b '), everything within the domain of the wh-phrase wen is also within the CP-associate
of the wh-expletive was, meaning that the full wh-phrase has undergone multiple iterative
movements to satisfy the intermediate uninterpretable features on the phase heads contained
within the CP-associate. The 'distance' traveled by a contentful wh-phrase is thus determined
by the establishment of an associate relationship between an embedded CP and a
wh-expletive, At any point during the derivation of an interrogative, or, more specifically,
after the completion of any CP phase in the derivation, an expletive may be inserted, and the
resulting associate to the expletive is the entire CP that it dominates.

In this section, we have seen evidence from wh-expletive generation that supports a
general indirect wh-dependency model. We have shown how the feature concord between the
wh-expletive and its associate CP is established via a local operation in which the expletive is
generated in object position within the VP-shell, and the CP-associate is the complement of
the verb. Within the hierarchy of the VP-shell, these constitute two separate positions. In the
following section, we turn once again to the theory of derivation by phase to illustrate the
featural stimuli for movement of the wh-expletive through the phasal edges to the specifier of
CP.

6. MOVEMENT OF WH-EXPLETIVES THROUGH THE LEFT EDGE OF vP
While we have argued that partial wh-movement is possible through the establishment of an
indirect wh-dependency between the wh-expletive(s) and the CP-associate, the question of
motivations for movement through the left edge of vP phases has been left open. In answering
this question, we must deal with the following facts: (i) the wh-expletive must move from its
base-generated object position to the specifier of vP in order to be available for later
movement to the CP phase, and (ii) after the subsequent movement of the wh-expletive to
SpecCP, and, as we argued earlier, the checking and deletion of the complementizer's strong
uninterpretable wh-feature, any remaining dominant vP phases must also generate a
wh-expletive, rather than simply attract and raise the extant wh-expletive to their specifiers,
as illustrated in example (4d), repeated below:
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(4) d. was denskt du was sie glaubt was Fritz meint wen sie liebt?
WHAT think you WHAT she believes WHAT Fritz means who she loves
'Who do you think that she believes that Fritz means that she loves?'

First, let us consider the motivations for moving the expletive to the left edge of vP. Chomsky
(1995) posits that the VP-shell itself, rather than dubious Agr projections, is responsible for
Case assignment, in addition to several other aspects of agreement. For example, in the
following VP-shell, there are two specifiers of vP; Spec, for direct merge of the subject into
the derivation, and Spec-, to which the object is moved to check Case:

(32) vP
-<:

Spec, vP-<.
Spec, vP

-<:
v VP-<.

os: VP
J -<>:

V CP
verb ~

wh-XPk (cf. Chomsky 1995)

While the subject is merged from the numeration directly into a specifier of vP, the object
must raise there in a checking operation. As Chomsky indicates, checking relationships are
established to check Case and o-features. We have seen that wh-expletives exhibit objective
Case, and so, we may initially assume that, like objects, they raise to Spec, of vP simply to
check Case. While Case-checking may be motivation enough for the movement of
wh-expletives to the left edge of vP, it is a somewhat unsatisfactory conclusion. If movement
of the expletive to the left edge of vP took place merely to satisfy Case agreement, we would
be unable to explain why contentful wh-phrases, which do 'not' carry an objective Case, also
move through the left edge of vP in full wh-movement constructions. In our current analysis,
we make the safe presupposition that the most optimal solution to this problem would offer
the least amount of syntactic variance possible between the two types of wh-constructions. It
is therefore necessary to ponder some other type of featural motivation for movement
through vP in wh-interrogatives.

In order to begin to make further conclusions regarding the exact motivations for
movement to the left edge of vP, let us look at another example of the effects of movement
through the vP phase. We have seen that the wh-expletive carries object agreement features.
We additionally see in the following Hungarian example that the verb itself likewise shows
features that agree with the object:
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(33) Mit tudnak/rtudjak hogy melyik fiut
what-Ace know-3PL-INDEF.DO/*know-3pL-DEF.DO that which bOY-ACC
szereted?
like-2sG-DEF.DO
'What do they know (INDEF) which boy you like (DEF)?' (Horvath 1997)

Hungarian verbs inflect differently depending on the definiteness oftheir objects. Taking into
account that, in the example above, the object of the verb, tudnak 'know', namely the
wh-expletive mit, is indefinite, we would correctly predict that the verb would show the
morphology appropriate for an indefinite object. Note further that the contentful wh-phrase
melyik fiut 'which boy' is definite, according to the definite morphology of the verb szereted
'like'. Again, we see here another case of agreement within the matrix CP not with the
partially-moved wh-phrase, but with a constituent generated in the object position of the
matrix verb. Somewhat similar to the previous Chamorro example, the observably distinct
morphology on the Hungarian matrix verb indicates movement of a constituent through the
left edge of the vP phase. This is also similar to the changes in Irish complementizers
mentioned earlier, in that a head is visibly altered due to the features of a constituent moved
through its specifier. Since this type of effect is established only through a spec-head
relationship, we may conclude that the wh-expletive shares its definiteness features with the
verbal head during movement through Spec, of vP. Therefore, the requirements of <p-features
by verbal heads in interrogatives must be considered a probable candidate for the motivating
force behind movement of wh-constituents through the left edge of vP.

Chomsky (2001b) proposes that the nonsubstantive category v may be optionally
specified for a strong uninterpretable nominal feature." Given that wh-words are DPs, they
necessarily also carry nominal features. After examining the successive-cyclic behavior of
wh-phrases in full wh-movement, we may make the assumption that the optionality of this
nominal feature on v often, and perhaps in this case only, depends on the ±wh-interrogative
force of the sentence; in languages with overt wh-movement, v heads within a phrase's
wh-scope will contain this strong un interpretable nominal feature, whereas the light verbs in
constructions that are not interrogative will not carry this feature.'? In this respect, the
presence of a strong uninterpretable nominal feature on all v heads in all interrogatives in
wh-movement constructions differs from the already mentioned spurious addition of
movement-triggering features, or P-features, suggested earlier by Chomsky. In other words,
since all v heads in interrogative wh-movement phrases contain an uninterpretable nominal
feature, movement to the left edge of vP in wh-interrogatives is not optional, but in fact
compulsory in languages with overt wh-movement. A movement-triggering feature is not
added to the derivation simply to force movement of a constituent; the feature that triggers
movement is already present. Wh-words (either expletives or contentful wh-phrases) move to
Spec, of vP to check and delete this uninterpretable nominal feature on v. This is in keeping
with the Last Resort condition as we earlier defined it, since the impetus for movement is the
attracting head, and not the moved constituent. Also, given the already mentioned visible
<p-feature-related effects on verbs in both full wh-movement and partial wh-movement

9 This nominal feature is presumably akin to the EPP, or D-feature (see Chomsky 1995).
IONote that it is also possible that light verbs in interrogative constructions in wh-in situ languages carry a

weak version ofthis nominal feature.
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constructions, nominal motivations for movement of wh-phrases to the specifier of vP, rather
than Case agreement motivations, are simply more empirically sound.

If we posit that wh-words move to the left edge of vP to satisfy the v head's strong
uninterpretable nominal feature, we must still account for the fact that each wh-expletive
moves from its base-generated object position to a specifier of vP only once in a derivation
with multiple wh-expletives, whereas wh-phrases move through multiple vP specifiers. This
issue is easily resolved. Identical to the difference between the specification ofwh-features in
wh-expletives and contentful wh-phrases, the nominal features of wh-expletives are
uninterpretable, whereas the nominal features of full wh-phrases are interpretable, giving the
following paradigm:

(34) Featural Specifications of Wh-words
Feature Full wh-phrase Wh-expletive
[nominal] +Interpretable -Interpretable
[wh] +Interpretable -Internretable

In terms of feature value, the features of full wh-phrases are fully valued, meaning that they
may stand on their own at PF. The features of expletives, on the other hand, are unvalued, and
so must receive a value by PF through checking and deletion operations, or else the
derivation will crash. Expletives are inherently 'weaker' elements, used merely to satisfy
some syntactic need of other constituents. Therefore, the proposed symmetry in the featural
specifications of wh-words is not surprising, since the contentfulness of full wh-phrases
implies robust features, while the semantic emptiness of wh-expletives implies just the
opposite.

The data naturally obtain from this distribution of features. In the following partial
wh-movement example (from (13) above), we see that we can now justify every movement
to a phase edge (i.e. vP and CP) through a feature motivation that satisfies Chomsky's Last
Resort condition: I I

(35) a. Was glaubt Hans wen Jakob anruft?
WHAT think Hans who Jakob is.calling
'Who does Hans think Jakob is calling?'

b. [CP2 Was [c glaubt] Hans [vP2
[uwh] [uwh]

[CPI wen [c]
[iwh, inom] [ttWh]

Jakob [vPI

was [v glattbt
[uwh, unem] [l+OOtRJ

weE: [v anruft]
[iwh, inom] [unem]

was]
[uwh, unom]
wen ]]]]
[iwh, inom]

Because of the association of the embedded CPI with an expletive generated in object
position of the matrix verb, the expletive becomes the closest phrase able to satisfy the matrix
v's uninterpretable nominal feature (Attract Closest). Because of this, the contentful
wh-phrase remains at the left edge of CPI, even though its interpretable features would still
allow it to participate actively in checking operations.

II While 'inom' indicates an interpretable nominal feature, 'unom' indicates an uninterpretable
nominal- feature.
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Now, let us take a phase-by-phase look at the more complex (4c): 12

(36) was denskt du was sie glaubt wen Fritz meint class sie liebt?
WHAT think you WHAT she believes who Fritz means that she loves
'Who do you think that she believes that Fritz means that she loves?'
PHASE 1

vP»<.
wen [+int WH] vP

+intnOm]~

DP vP
sie »<>:

V [ointnom]-J VP

liebt »<>:
wen [+int WH] V

[+int nom] liebt

PHASE 2
CP-<.

wen [+int WH] CP
+intnOm]~

C[-intwH]-J TP-<.
DP TP
sie .r">:

T vP

L;diebt~
[...]

t I

12 The overt complementizer dass is allowed where the un interpretable wh-feature is deleted and the
wh-phrase has been moved; also note that a check mark again denotes a deleted feature.
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PHASE 3
vP

~VPwen [+int WH]] »<.
[+int nom / "

DP vP
Fritz 0vp

V[-intnom] -<">:
meint CP

t +t fr
PHASE 4

CP

~pwen [+int WH]t] »<:
[+intnom/" ,"'"

o,j TP
C[-intwH] .r">:

DP
Fritz

TP»<.
T vP

meint ti
It

PHASE 5
vP

~vP
was [-int WH]]'-i »<:

-int nom / <,
DP vP

sie 0vp
V[-intnom] ~

glaubt vp
was [-int WH]IJ »<:

-intnolTI/ <,

CP

~
[ ...]

V
glaubt
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PHASE 6
CP»<.

was [oint WH];) CP»<.
C[-int WH];) TP»<.

DP TP»<.
T vP

glaubt ~
[- - .]

t'--__ I

Sle

PHASE 7
vP»<.

was [oint WH] vP
[-intnOm]"~

DP vP
du .r">:

V[-int nom];) VP

denkst .r">:
was [oint WH] VP

L-- -+--l [-intnom~

V CP

denkst ~
[...]
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In the derivation above, all constituents that leave a phase lie on the left edge of the phase;
either the phase head itself moves, or a constituent in its specifier moves. Note that in Phase 5,
a wh-expletive has been generated as the associate of the verb's CP complement. The light
verb chooses this wh-expletive to satisfy its need for a nominal feature over the full
wh-phrase on the left edge of Phase 4, because the wh-expletive is closer (i.e. for economy
reasons). The generation of an expletive associated with a CP is therefore the most crucial
element in determining where the full wh-phrase stops its movement in a partial
wh-movement construction. Once the wh-expletive is generated and the association with the
CP is made, the contentful wh-phrase ceases its movement.

Furthermore, in the transition between Phase 6 and Phase 7, we notice that a new
wh-expletive has been generated in object position. As in our earlier analysis of motivations
for intermediate movements to C, we observe that since the uninterpretable nominal and
wh-features of the original wh-expletive are deleted in Phases 5 and 6, respectively, the
expletive is no longer capable of checking the uninterpretable features on the higher phase
heads. Also, even though the features of the full wh-phrase are interpretable, and thus still
intact, the phrase is contained in Phase 4, which has already been sent to the PF component
by the time Phase 7 is constructed, and so cannot be targeted for movement. It follows that a
construction like the one below crashes, since no expletive has been generated in the
highest/matrix vP and no other constituent with a suitable wh-feature is available for
movement to matrix SpecCP position:

(37) *du denskt
you think

was sie glaubt wen Fritz meint dass sie liebt?
WHAT she believes who Fritz means that she loves

Only if an expletive is generated in every vP phase higher than the CP-associate will the
derivation converge. This raises the question: if there is more than one wh-expletive in a
sentence, does each expletive have the same associate CP? The following example offers
clear evidence that each wh-expletive does not have the same associate. (Source of (38) is my
consultants.)

(38) Mit mondtak, hogy mire szarnitasz, hogy melyik fiuval
WHAT-ACC said-3PL that WHAT-AL count-2SG that which boy-with
fog Mari beszelni?
will Mary-nora speak-inf
Lit. 'What did they say that on what do you count that with which boy Mary will
speak?'
'What did they say, what do you expect with which boy Mary will speak?'

The highest wh-expletive, mit, shows the accusative Case assigned to the object of mondtak
'say', and the further embedded wh-expletive, mire, carries the Allative Case assigned to
objects of szamitasz 'count'. This indicates that when the matrix wh-expletive mit is
generated, it is associated with the entire CP that it c-commands, in exactly the same way that
the wh-expletive, mire, is associated with the CP that it c-commands. In this way, the
following associations are formed:
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(39) I I I Ik fi' I" M 'b 'I 'j]\Mit mondtak, [hogy mire szamitasz, [hogy me yi ruva og an esze ill .t I I I
The generation of a wh-expletive and its association with an embedded CP is uniform in
single- and multiple-expletive constructions. Since the association is always established
locally, we do not have to posit any phase boundary violations. That is to say, there is no
long-distance association of expletives and deeply embedded CPs. We could argue that it is
this ability of a language to establish a local feature-sharing relationship between an expletive
generated in object position and a CP that allows the phenomenon of partial wh-movement to
occur at all. While it has been suggested that a language's capacity for partial wh-movement
depends on the existence of a wh-expletive in the lexicon (McDaniel 1989), it seems more
likely that the possibility of forming these constructions hinges on a language's ability to
make this expletive/CP association, since, if this association were possible, the existence of a
wh-word with impoverished (i.e. unvalued) features would follow naturally. Furthermore, the
mere existence of a wh-expletive in the lexicon does not necessarily directly imply the
existence of partial wh-movement in the grammar.

Now that we have proposed a viable analysis of partial wh-movement constructions
within a derivation by phase framework, there are a few issues which remain to be addressed,
namely sub categorization and LF structure. Let us now briefly address these topics.

7. SUBCATEGORIZATION
Taking into consideration the embedded nature of the associate CP clause, we observe some
intriguing sub categorization effects in partial wh-movernent constructions. In the following
examples, the verb kerdeztek 'ask' selects for a [+wh] complement, while the verb mondtak
'say' selects for a [-wh] complement, as we would expect:

(40) a. *Mit kerdeztek, hogy kivel talalkoztam?
WHAT-ACC asked-3PL that who-with met-Iso

'With whom did they ask that I had met?'
b. Mit mondtak, hogy kivel talalkoztak?

WHAT-ACC said-3PL that who-with met-Srt.
'With whom did they say that they had met?' (Horvath 1997: 518-9)

Although the CP complement of kerdeztek contains a wh-phrase in its specifier, the addition
of a wh-expletive in the matrix clause changes the sub categorization effects of the phrase.
In a similar vein, the complement clause of mondtak also contains a wh-phrase in its specifier,
but the addition of a wh-expletive in matrix position rescues the derivation from a
sub categorization violation. It appears that a wh-expletive in matrix position in some way
strips the associate complement clause of its typing as a [+wh] clause.
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Many theories have been proposed to deal with this issue. Under a feature
separation/percolation analysis, the wh-phrase in embedded CP specifier position loses its
wh-feature, thus rendering the entire complement clause [-wh]. However, under the current
analysis, the predicative relationship between the CP-associate clause and the wh-expletive
may help to explain these facts without resorting to feature separation. Indeed, the embedded
CP is not merely a complement of the verb in the traditional sense, but rather is also a
secondary predication licensed by the wh-expletive, somewhat similar to the manner in
which relative wh-clauses are predicated of their head DPs (Felser 2003). Because ofthis, the
CP-associate does not carry any interrogative force as a complement, just as relative clauses
do not. Like relatives, the wh-typing of a CP-associate in partial wh-movement serves to
drive internal movement, but, because it is predicated of another constituent, it does not carry
the interrogative force of a full wh-clause in the syntax. Consider the ambiguous string 'I
asked the man who gave me the book.' The embedded wh-clause in this sentence may be
understood as either a relative ('the man who gave me the book was whom I asked') or
simply an embedded [+wh] clause ("'who gave me the book?" is what I asked the man'). In
partial wh-movement constructions, due to the predicative relationship between the
wh-expletive and the CP-associate, the embedded CP is always understood in a manner
similar to that of a relative, rather than that of an embedded [+wh] clause.

Given this lack of [+wh] typing in terms of verb subcategorization, the data in example
(40) follow naturally. The presence of a wh-expletive in (40a) indicates a predicative
relationship between the wh-expletive and the CP-associate, but the matrix verb requires a
robust [+wh] complement clause that is not predicated of another constituent (i.e. with its full
interrogative force). Conversely, the complement clause of (40b) satisfies the [-wh]
subcategorization requirement of the matrix verb due to its predicative relationship with the
wh-expletive.

8. LF STRUCTURE

Under the indirect wh-dependency approach to partial wh-movement in Horvath (1997), it is
proposed that the CP-associate clause moves to matrix position at LF in a process of
expletive replacement. Some support for this analysis has come from pied-piping of the entire
wh-clause to matrix scope position in Basque:

(41) [Nor etorriko d-ela bihar] esan diozu Mireni?
who come aux-that tomorrow said aux Mary-D

'That who will come tomorrow have you told Mary?' (Ortiz de Urbina 1993)

So, similar to the way in which Basque overtly moves its wh-clauses to matrix wh-scope
position, it is argued that the CP-associates of partial wh-movement constructions also move
to matrix position at LF, replacing, or deleting, the wh-expletive. Under this view, since the
entire CP-associate has moved to matrix position, we would assume that the wh-phrase
contained within that clause may take wide scope. However, note the limitations on semantic
interpretation in (42b) below. The existential quantifier wo 'where' is not always interpreted
with the same scope in relation to the universal quantifierjeder 'everyone':
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(42) a. Wo glaubt jeder dass sie gerne leben wurde? (\7'>3, 3>\7')
where think everyone that she readily live would

b. Was glaubt jeder wo sre gerne leben wurde? (\7'>3 only)
what think everyone where she readily live would
'Where does everyone think that she would like to live?' (Felser 2001)

The lack of a wide-scope interpretation of wo in (42b) suggests that the embedded clause (not
to mention the wh-word itself) is not moving to matrix position at LF. Additionally, the lack
of semantic uniformity amongst partial and full wh-movement constructions implies that
their LF representations differ. While a complete semantic analysis is beyond the scope of the
current project, the observation that the predicative association of a wh-expletive with an
embedded interrogative CP yields observable effects on the semantic interpretation of a
phrase helps to further underscore the complexity of these constructions.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have proposed that the phenomenon of partial wh-movement can be easily
accounted for in terms of Chomsky's derivation by phase. I have suggested a more robust
theory of featural motivations for intermediate movements throughout the derivation, in
addition to examining the featural makeup of wh-expletives, In my attempt to explain the
mechanics underlying the formation of these constructions, very few theory-driven devices
were implemented, in favor of an analysis in keeping with the Minimalist standard of
economy. The present analysis justifies more clearly some of the data, such as Case features
of wh-expletives, by positing a small clause-type predicative relationship between the
CP-associate and the wh-expletive generated in object position. In later studies, this
interpretation may similarly be applied to partial wh-movement constructions in other
languages, in addition to accounting for other peculiarities of partial wh-movement found
cross linguistically. While empirical evidence for intermediate movements is scarce, I believe
that further research will lend support to the derivational framework presented here.
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RESUME
Une construction mouvement-wh partielle est une construction dans laquelle un syntagme
a contenu sernantique se deplace vers un SpecCP plus bas que celui dont il prend son
domaine d'application, tandis qu'un expletif-wh sans valeur semantique apparente
apparait dans la position dornaine-wh, et dans chaque specifieur de CP intermediaire. On
a propose deux types concurrenciels d'analyse pour expliquer ce type de mouvement: une
approche de dependence-wh directe (McDaniel 1989), et une approche de
dependence-wh indirecte (Horvath 1997, Fanselow & Mahajan 1996). En utilisant la
notion minimaliste de derivation par syntagme (Chomsky 2000, 2001a), cette etude
propose une explication de rnouvement-wh partiel qui soutient I'approche de
dependencc-wh indirecte. Suivant Felser (2001), je stipule que l'expletif-wh est genere a
la base en tant qu'argument en position d'objet du verbe, et que, par un type de
predication de petit syntagme, une association est etablie entre Ie CP enchasse et
l'expletif-wh a travers lequel Ie cas et les traits-o sont partages. De plus, j'ctablis une
theorie d'insertion et de mouvement expletifs en accord avec la condition de demier
recours de Chomsky (1993). De cette maniere, nous pouvons utiliser une machinerie
theorique pour expliquer la rnecanique qui sosus-tend Ie rnouvement-wh partie\.




